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A method is developed for eliminating spurious solutions from eight-bandk•p theory. It reduces the bulk
dispersion to a cubic equation~quadratic alonĝ001& and^111&), yet gives results virtually indistinguishable
from ordinaryk•p theory. A unique operator ordering is established for heterostructures, and example calcu-
lations on superlattices show good results.@S0163-1829~97!51244-6#

Multibandk•p models are frequently used to describe the
electronic band structure of semiconductors in situations
where nonparabolicity is important.1,2 It was noted early in
the development of envelope structure theory3 that such
models can produce spurious solutions with very large wave
vectors. If these solutions are evanescent3 they are little more
than a numerical nuisance, wreaking havoc in computer
calculations4,5 but having no physical significance. Spurious
oscillatory modes6,7 are more troublesome, however, since
the resulting model contradicts the most basic of experimen-
tal facts: that semiconductors possess a band gap.

The problem is an old one, but no fully satisfactory solu-
tion exists, despite a recent resurgence of activity in this
area.2–13Three general approaches have been suggested. The
first is to modify the Hamiltonian by discarding those terms
responsible for the spurious solutions.2–4 This costs some
accuracy in the band structure, since it is no longer possible
to fit all experimental effective masses. A second possibility
is to keep the original Hamiltonian~which is accurate near
k50), but reject the large-k solutions as unphysical.8–12This
is problematic in heterostructures, since the discarded solu-
tions are needed to satisfy the boundary conditions associ-
ated with the model, and it is unclear which boundary con-
ditions should be eliminated for mathematical consistency.
The third approach therefore advocates retainingall solu-
tions on the grounds that spurious bands have negligible in-
fluence on the properties of bound-state eigenfunctions.5,13

This is better justified13 than most people think,8,12 but it still
runs into trouble with oscillatory modes~as shown below!.

This paper presents an eight-bandk•p Hamiltonian ~for
the G point of zinc-blende crystals! that has no spurious so-
lutions, yet permits an accurate fit to all experimental effec-
tive masses.14 The basic idea is very simple: to set the coef-
ficient of the k2 term in the conduction-band~CB! matrix
element to zero, and fit the CB mass using a spatially varying
momentum matrix element. This yields a complex band
structure virtually identical with that of ordinaryk•p theory.
However, the dispersion is simpler, being given by a cubic
equation for generalk and a quadratic alonĝ001& and
^111&.

For heterostructures, one must also determine the proper
arrangement of differential operators with respect to material
parameters. The main new feature of this theory is its
position-dependent momentum matrix. A unique operator or-
dering is derived for this case, giving a Hamiltonian that is

Hermitian but not symmetric. This model is used to calculate
the band structure of a superlattice, yielding highly satisfac-
tory results.

A good starting point is the following two-band Hamil-
tonian for electrons and light holes in one dimension:3,8,11

H25FEc1Ack
2 iPk

2 iPk Ev1Avk2G . ~1!

HereEc andEv are the CB and valence-band~VB! energies,
P is the interband momentum matrix element, andAc andAv
describe free-electron and remote-band contributions to the
effective masses.1 The latter are responsible for the existence
of spurious solutions through a termAcAvk4 in the secular
equation.8,11 Such solutions~oscillatory whenAcAv.0) can
therefore be eliminated by settingAc5Av50, which is the
basis of the first approach described above.2–4 However, this
leaves only one parameterP to fit both the CB and VB
masses.

A better fit is obtained if one sets eitherAc50 or Av
50, but not both. This provides two fitting parameters, while
still ensuring the existence of a band gap. In three dimen-
sions it is preferable to setAc50, because the VB mass is
anisotropic.

This simple idea may now be applied to a more realistic
eight-band Hamiltonian. We begin with a review of standard
k•p theory.1 The basis used here is

@S↑ X↑ Y↑ Z↑ S↓ X↓ Y↓ Z↓#T, ~2!

in which thek•p Hamiltonian for bulk crystals is

H85FH4 0

0 H4
G1Hso, ~3!

whereH4 is the 434 block

H45FHcc Hcv

Hvc Hvv
G , ~4!

and Hso is the spin-orbit Hamiltonian given in Eq.~4b! of
Ref. 15. In~4!, Hcc is the scalar

Hcc5Ec1Ack
2, ~5!

whereAc is calculated from the following expression:

Ac5\2/2mc22P2/3Eg2P2/3~Eg1D!. ~6!
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Heremc is the CB mass,Eg is the band gap,D is the spin-
orbit splitting, P5(\/ im)^SupxuX& is the momentum matrix
element~known from the CBg factor16 or the mass of the
split-off band7!, andm is the free-electron mass. Returning
to ~4!, Hcv ~5 Hvc

† ) is the 133 matrix

Hcv5@ iPkx iPky iPkz#, ~7!

where Kane’sB parameter1 is neglected.Hvv is a 333 ma-
trix with typical diagonal and off-diagonal elements

HXX5Ev2 1
3 D1L8kx

21M ~ky
21kz

2!,

HXY5N8kxky . ~8!

The other elements are given by cyclic permutations ofx, y,
and z. Here L8, M , and N8 are determined from the mea-
sured Luttinger parametersg1

L , g2
L , andg3

L by first finding
the modified parameters

g15g1
L2Ep /3Eg ,

g25g2
L2Ep /6Eg , ~9!

g35g3
L2Ep /6Eg ,

~whereEp52mP2/\2) and then calculating

L852~\2/2m!~g114g2!,

M52~\2/2m!~g122g2!, ~10!

N852~\2/2m!~6g3!.

This Hamiltonian was developed for bulk crystals, but
with some modifications17 it may be used in heterostructures
as well. Assuming that the zone-center Bloch functions are
the same in all media~which is convenient2 but not always
justified17,18!, the main problem is to determine the correct
order of the operatork52 i¹ with respect to the effective-
mass parameters. The customary technique of ‘‘symmetriz-
ing’’ each matrix element of the Hamiltonian7 ~i.e., requiring
Hi j 5Hi j

† ) is now known to be incorrect,11,17,19 because al-
though the Hamiltonian as a whole is always Hermitian
(Hi j 5H ji

† ), its individual elements generally are not. This
idea is not new; it was first discussed by Luttinger.20

A systematic derivation17 of the operator ordering for het-
erostructures gives the following results.19,20 The diagonal
terms involvingAc , L8, andM are to be treated according to
the usual prescription7 Mkx

2→kxMkx , but the off-diagonal
terms involvingN8 require more care:

HXY→kxN18 ky1kyN2kx . ~11!

Here N18 is the contribution toN8 from G1 and G12 bands,
while N2 is that fromG15 and G25 bands.21 The reason for
the different ordering of these terms is easy to see from their
definitions1,17 in terms of momentum matrix elements. The
contribution to HXY from a remote bandj of G1 or G12
symmetry is of the form

kx^Xupxu j &~E2Ej !
21^ j upyuY&ky , ~12!

while that fromG15 andG25 bands is the opposite:

ky^Xupyu j &~E2Ej !
21^ j upxuY&kx . ~13!

N18 and N2 may be estimated from bulk measurements if
one neglectsG25 bands;19 in that case,N25M2\2/2m and
N18 5N82N2 .

Last to be considered isHcv . If the zone-center Bloch
functions are truly material independent,P should be con-
stant, but the empirical value ofP does vary somewhat even
amongst the III-V compounds.16 Most practical implementa-
tions ofk•p theory get around this by choosing one value of
P for the entire heterostructure, and then adjustingAc to give
the right effective mass.7,11 This is justified by the fact that
such changes have almost no discernible effect on the bulk
band structure.

If P is allowed to vary, then the ordering ofHcv is no
longer trivial. The best choice in this case is to letHcv have
precisely the asymmetric form shown in Eq.~7!. The reason
is that this is theonly ordering that yields a mathematically
self-consistent Hamiltonian in the limitAc→0. When Ac
50, the spurious solutions disappear,22 so if H8 is to remain
well-defined, the number of boundary conditions should de-
crease accordingly. For any ordering other than~7!, however,
there remains an extra condition that cannot be satisfied
whenAc50 ~as shown below!. Such singular behavior must
be rejected on physical grounds, because clearlyAc50 does
not correspond to any physical singularity in the energy
bands. Since~7! is the only ordering that does notrequire the
existence of spurious solutions, it should also tend to mini-
mize their impact even whenAcÞ0.

In contrast with~11!, the ordering~7! of Hcv was not
taken from a first-principles derivation@see Eq.~6.3! of Ref.
17 and Eq.~4.15! of Ref. 18 for two examples#. This is
because such derivations account for neither spurious solu-
tions nor the ensuing singularities that can occur whenAc
50. The operator~7! is designed expressly for these prob-
lems, so it is more useful in practice.

Having established a Hamiltonian that is valid for all val-
ues ofAc , we can now implement the technique described
earlier—namely, to eliminate spurious solutions by setting
Ac50 and usingP to fit mc . With this choice, Eq.~6! gives

Ep5
3m/mc

2/Eg11/~Eg1D!
. ~14!

This definition of Ep implicitly assumes that remote-band
contributions tomc exactly cancel the free-electron mass.
This is not a bad approximation, and is certainly better than
neglecting remote bands entirely. Table I compares Eq.~14!
with experimental data16 for Ep . The worst case is GaAs,
which differs by 16%. This change is small, and sincemc is
held constant, the band structure forAc50 is almost identi-
cal to that forAcÞ0.

TABLE I. Comparison of experimental data forEp ~from Ref.
16! with values calculated from Eq.~14!. Calculations use the same
material parameters as Ref. 16.

Ep ~eV! InSb InAs InP GaSb GaAs

Reference 16 24.4 22.2 20.7 27.9 28.9
Equation~14! 23.0 21.7 18.2 23.6 24.3
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The resulting Hamiltonian is used in an eigenvalue equa-
tion H8F5EF, whereF(r ) is a vector of envelope functions.
With Ac50, the CB envelopes play a passive role, since they
are completely determined by the VB envelopes of the same
spin:

FS5 i ~E2Ec!
21P~kxFX1kyFY1kzFZ!, ~15!

which holds for both the↑ and↓ components. One can there-
fore eliminateFS in favor of FX , FY , andFZ .

This reduces the eigenvalue equation to the formH6F
5EF, in which the energy-dependent HamiltonianH6 is ob-
tained fromH8 by deleting the CB rows and columns and
replacingL8 andN18 with @cf. ~12!#

L~E!5L81P2/~E2Ec!,

N1~E!5N18 1P2/~E2Ec!. ~16!

M and N2 are unchanged. For bulk crystals the operator
ordering ~11! is irrelevant and one can useN(E)
5N1(E)1N2 . Although FS has been formally eliminated
from the eigenvalue equation, it must be included in any
calculation involving envelope functions.~For example, the
VB envelopes are neither orthogonal nor properly normal-
ized by themselves.!

H6 is just a rearrangement ofH8, so despite its outward
appearance as merely a VB Hamiltonian, its solutions are
exactly those ofH8. The only restriction onH6 is that E
ÞEc . This is no limitation in practice, becauseE5Ec is
only a single point, and the solutions ofH6 tend to a well-
defined limit asE→Ec . In other words, the singularity is a
removable one.

In bulk mediaH6 is the same as the VB Hamiltonian of
Eppenga, Schuurmans, and Colak.7 However, their operator
ordering for heterostructures is based on the symmetrization
postulateN15N25 1

2 N rather than direct derivation from
H8. This postulate leads to significant errors in the VB11,19

and breaks down completely nearE5Ec . For H6 it is better
to approximateN as totally asymmetric~i.e., N1.N and
N2.0). Of course,H8 is less sensitive because it treats
CB-VB interactions directly; symmetrizingN8 thus has little
effect.5,11

If eigenvectors are needed, it is easiest to solveH6 by
transforming it into a linear eigenvalue problem fork(E).4 If
not, one can use the following analytical solution for the bulk
dispersion. To derive it, one diagonalizesHvv , then orients
the spin along an eigenvector ofHvv and solvesH6. The
result is a pair of identical~Kramers degenerate! cubic equa-
tions to be solved fork2(E):

@c3k61c2k41c1k21c0#250, ~17!

where

c35LM21M @~L2M !22N2#Q

1@~L2M !323N2~L2M !12N3#V,

c252~«1 1
3 D!$M ~2L1M !1@~L2M !22N2#Q%,

c15«~«1 2
3 D!~L12M !,

c052«2~«1D!, ~18!

in which «5E2Ev , Q5(kx
2ky

21ky
2kz

21kz
2kx

2)/k4, and V
5kx

2ky
2kz

2/k6.
Along ^001& and^111& the cubic equation separates into a

heavy-hole band«5AHk2 and a quadratic equation for the
split-off and light-hole/conduction bands:

~AHAL!k42@«~AH1AL!1 1
3 D~AH12AL!#k2

1«~«1D!50. ~19!

For ^001&, AH5M and AL5L, while for ^111&, AH5 1
3 (L

12M2N) andAL5 1
3 (L12M12N).

These solutions are compared with theAcÞ0 solutions of
H8 in Fig. 1. Except for the spurious bands, no difference
between the models is visible at this scale.

Boundary conditions at an abrupt junction may be ob-
tained directly from the envelope-function equations.17 The
results are independent ofD and do not couple the spin-up
and spin-down components ofF. As an example, consider a
~001! junction. If AcÞ0, thenF and the following functions
~the same for each spin! are required to be continuous:

FAc]z 0 0 0

0 M]z 0 iN2kx

0 0 M]z iN2ky

P iN18 kx iN18 ky L8]z

GF FS

FX

FY

FZ

G . ~20!

However, ifAc50, FS is no longer continuous.17,23 One can
then use~15! to eliminateFS from ~20! and replace~20! with
continuity of

F M]z 0 iN2kx

0 M]z iN2ky

iN1kx iN1ky L]z

GF FX

FY

FZ

G , ~21!

FIG. 1. Complex band structure of bulk In0.53Ga0.47As with
Ac50 ~solid lines! andAcÞ0 ~dotted lines!.
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which is just what one obtains by integratingH6. Note, how-
ever, that the asymmetry~7! of Hcv is crucial. If Hcv con-
tains any term involvingkzP, then the last term in the first
row of ~20! is not zero; it is instead proportional toP. When
Ac50 this forcesFZ to be discontinuous, which is not con-
sistent with the other boundary conditions. It is for this rea-
son thatHcv must have the asymmetric form~7!.

The band structure of a superlattice calculated using these
boundary conditions is plotted in Fig. 2. The envelope-

function equations were solved in a plane-wave basis
with uku<2.14 Å21. The results forAc50 andAcÞ0 agree
quite well, except where spurious bands interfere with the
AcÞ0 solutions. ForAcÞ0 and P 5 const, there are two
spurious bands near the CB edge and none in the VB. The
‘‘true’’ CB ground state also has a large spurious compo-
nent. ForAcÞ0 andPÞ const, the spurious CB pair moves
higher and mixes strongly with the upper subbands, while
two new spurious modes appear in the VB. Not all of the
discrepancies betweenAc50 andAcÞ0 are due to spurious
bands, since some slight differences remain even when the
plane-wave basis is cut off atuku50.27 Å21. However, these
differences are no more than those between the twoAcÞ0
models (P5 const andPÞconst!. The available evidence
thus clearly favors theAc50 model.

The main limitation of theAc50 model is approximation
~14! for Ep . If this fails ~e.g., if remote-band effects are
strong, or an experiment is sensitive to the precise value of
Ep), then an eight-bandAcÞ0 model is not likely to be of
much use either. In such cases, one should move to a 14-
band model.24,25 The present approach, suitably modified,
may prove helpful in that model also.
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